EURO-VISIONS

THE IIIS/TLRH PUBLIC LECTURE SERIES ON EUROPE

The Euro-Visions Public Lecture Series on Europe has been jointly organized by the Institute for International Integration Studies (IIIS) and the Trinity Long Room Hub Arts and Humanities Research Institute (TLRH) at Trinity College Dublin. The series is an associated event of the Irish Presidency of the Council of the EU.

http://www.tcd.ie/iiis/
http://www.tcd.ie/longroomhub/

Programme

Tuesday, 15 January, 19.00

‘Expulsions - The Fifth Circle of Hell’
Prof Saskia Sassen (Columbia & LSE)
Venue: The Edmund Burke Theatre, the Arts Building, TCD

Wednesday, 23 January, 12.00

‘How to Fix the Euro Area’
Prof Charles Wyplosz (Geneva)
Venue: Trinity Long Room Hub, TCD

Thursday, 24 January, 19.30

‘Do We Need Growth to Emancipate Vulnerable People?’
Prof Jean Philippe Papellet (Namur)
Venue: Trinity Long Room Hub, TCD

Wednesday, 30 January, 18.15

‘Multiculturalism and Muslims in Europe’
Dr Erkan Toguslu (KU Leuven)
Venue: Trinity Long Room Hub, TCD

Tuesday, 5 February, 18.15

‘Does Europe Need an Asia Strategy?’
Prof Philomena Murray (Melbourne)
Venue: Trinity Long Room Hub, TCD

Wednesday, 27 February, 18.15

‘Performance, Identity and Memory in Europe: Trauma, Ethics, Politics’
Prof Milija Gluhovic (Warwick)
Venue: Trinity Long Room Hub, TCD

Wednesday, 6 March, 18.15

‘Between the ‘Blue Card’ and Circular Migration: Crisis of EU’s Immigration Policy for the Third-country Nationals’
Prof Bined Khadria (Jawaharlal Nehru University)
Venue: Trinity Long Room Hub, TCD

Wednesday, 13 March, 18.15

‘The ESM and its Constitutionality’
Dr Peter M Huber (German Federal Constitutional Court)
Venue: Trinity Long Room Hub, TCD

Thursday, 21 March, 13.00

‘Born in YU: Performing, Negotiating, and Re-imagining an Abject Identity’
Speaker: Dr Silvija Jostrovic (Univ of Warwick)

‘Hurt Identities? The Postwar Bosnian narrative of Self-Victimization’
Ms Ana Mijic (Univ of Vienna)
Venue: Trinity Long Room Hub, TCD

Monday, 25 March, 18.15

‘Europe in Search of Itself, in Search of its Other’
Prof Jozef Leerssen (Amsterdam)
Venue: Trinity Long Room Hub, TCD

Wednesday, 3 April, 18.15

‘The Cultural Environment: The Case of Germany and Ireland’
Prof Mary Reenting and Prof Gillian Martin (TCD)
Venue: Trinity Long Room Hub, TCD

Thursday, 11 April, 9.00

‘Adjusting in the euro area: the Portuguese case’
Portugal’s Finance Minister Vitor Gaspar
Venue: Trinity Long Room Hub, TCD

Thursday, 18 April, 16.00

‘Euro Crisis Roundtable’
Speakers from the Economic Policy Panel
Venue: Synge Theatre, Arts Bldg, TCD

Wednesday, 24 April, 18.15

‘EU enlargement in Central and Eastern Europe: Happy ever After?’
Dr Vera Sheridan and Dr Sabina Stan (DCU)
Venue: Trinity Long Room Hub, TCD

Tuesday, 30 April, 18.15

1 July 2013: Croatian EU membership and the perspectives for the Western Balkans’
Prof Tivko Jokovina (Zagreb)
Venue: Trinity Long Room Hub, TCD

Wednesday, 15 May, 18.15

‘Collateral Roadkill: The Death of ‘Central Europe’ as a concept somewhere between Sarajevo and Brussels’
Prof Clemens Ruthner (TCD)
Venue: Trinity Long Room Hub, TCD

Wednesday, 22 May, 18.15

‘The EU and the Peace Process in Northern Ireland’
Dr Etain Tannam (TCD)
Venue: Trinity Long Room Hub, TCD

Wednesday, 29 May, 18.15

‘Does Europe Need a New Memory?’
Prof Ann Rigney (Utrecht)
Venue: Trinity Long Room Hub, TCD

Wednesday, 5 June, 18.15

‘Identity and Memory in Europe: The Perspective of Critical Discourse Analysis’
Prof Ruth Wodak (Lancaster)
Venue: Trinity Long Room Hub, TCD

Wednesday, 12 June, 18.15

‘The Eurovision Song Contest and the Performance of Europe’
Prof Brian Singleton (TCD)
Venue: Trinity Long Room Hub, TCD